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The Costs of materials is low for this style wall

•Concrete for footer 9 bags @ $3.00 per = $27.00
•Materials for the form including baton boards and stakes $ 40.00
•Rebar 7 sticks of ½” 10' and 8 of 3/8” 10'  $50.00
•Straw Bales 18 @ 5.00 (we found them lightly used) $90.00
•About 57 Saltillo roof tiles @ $1.25 $75.00
•The earth used in this project was top soil scraped from a couple local lots. 
The cost was in the time it took to move it which I did mostly with my 
bicycle and trailer about 80 to 100 lbs at a time
•We used about a couple  tons maybe a little more 
•We mixed some sandy loamy soil with the high clay soil from the closer 
site and it helped to adjust for drying time etc. If we had had it delivered the 
cost would have been $100.00 - $200.00 and it would already have 
been sifted

So $300.00 - $500.00 depending on how well you do at scavenging 
materials like urbanite and used straw bales, wire, and tiles 



  

Labor on this particular project wasn't that high either

We put in about 14  5-6 hour days with 2 people and
Maybe an extra 40 hours by a third 

So around 200 total hours including moving around materials

This wall is 28' long about 17- 18” wide and a little over 5' tall

Putting the bales on edge reduced the overall size of the wall 
As well as the labor and materials necessary

We used 5' x 1/2” rebar for the vertical spikes and paid close 
attention to details when setting them in the form and spiking 
the bales. The spikes, rebar staples, and wire all help to firm up 
the core and minimize materials necessary to fill voids and 
cover irregularities.

This really isn't a lot of money and effort for what you are 
creating. If this wall were done in a circle or square it would 
make a nice tool shed, 2 would make the walls of a cottage. 

It is a lot of fun, fairly quick, and pretty durable, and most of all 
quite beautiful.
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